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Release notes

What’s new in Cloud Sync

NetApp periodically updates Cloud Sync to bring you new features, enhancements, and bug fixes.

2 Aug 2020

The deployment of the AWS data broker has been simplified. You no longer need to use a CloudFormation template to install the data broker in AWS. Cloud Sync now gives you the option to enter an AWS access key and then fill out a quick deployment wizard.

You still have the option to use a CloudFormation template, if you’d rather not provide an access key.

Learn more about installing the data broker in AWS.

6 July 2020

• Cloud Sync now provides recommendations when it identifies ways for you to accelerate or optimize a sync relationship.

For example, Cloud Sync might recommend how to optimize a sync relationship for Azure NetApp Files. Or it might recommend that you accelerate a sync relationship if many large directories are being synced or if there are too many relationships per data broker.

You’ll find these recommendations on the Sync Relationships dashboard. For example, here’s a recommendation for an Azure NetApp Files relationship:
• The deployment of the Google Cloud data broker has been simplified. You no longer need to manually enter commands to install the data broker in GCP. Cloud Sync now provides a Google login form and a quick deployment wizard.

Learn more about installing the data broker in Google Cloud.

• When an Amazon S3 bucket is the target in a sync relationship, you can now enable S3 bucket encryption by selecting an AWS KMS key, entering the ARN of a KMS key, or by selecting AES-256 encryption.
• SMB version 3.11 is now supported.

• Cloud Sync now shows the storage class used with an S3 sync relationship, even when it's the Standard storage class.
4 June 2020

When you create a sync relationship, you can now refresh the list of directories or shares for the source or target.

5 May 2020

- You can now sync NFS data from Azure NetApp Files to Azure NetApp Files using data-in-flight encryption. This makes it easy to securely transfer data across subnets or regions.

  Learn more about data-in-flight encryption.

- ONTAP S3 is now supported in a sync relationship with StorageGRID.

  ONTAP 9.7 supports the Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) as a public preview. Learn more about ONTAP support for Amazon S3.
Review Cloud Sync requirements for ONTAP S3 Storage.

- Two new settings are available for sync relationships:
  - Delete files on source
    
    When you enable this setting, Cloud Sync deletes files from the source location after it copies the files to the target location. Learn more about this setting.
  - Object tagging
    
    When AWS S3 is the target in a sync relationship, Cloud Sync tags S3 objects with metadata that's relevant to the sync operation. You can disable tagging of S3 objects, if it's not desired in your environment. There's no impact to Cloud Sync if you disable tagging—Cloud Sync just stores the sync metadata in a different way.

**5 Apr 2020**

When you create a sync relationship, Cloud Sync might be unable to retrieve the shares for an SMB server. If this happens, you can now click Add Share Manually and enter the name of an SMB share.
24 Mar 2020

Last month, we released a feature that enables Cloud Sync to copy access control lists (ACLs) between source SMB shares and target SMB shares. Prior to this update, the only data broker supported with this feature was the On-Prem Data Broker option with a CentOS 7.0 host.

Starting today, this feature works with any type of data broker: the AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform, or on-prem data broker. The on-prem data broker can run any supported operating system.

Learn more about copying ACLs between SMB servers.

8 Mar 2020

• Credentials are now locally encrypted on the data broker machine.

The credentials that you provide while using the Cloud Sync service are stored directly on the data broker machine. These credentials are now encrypted using HashiCorp Vault.

• You can now download data broker logs at any time. Just click the download button that’s available from each sync relationship.

23 Feb 2020

• Cloud Sync now supports multi-tenancy through Cloud Central accounts. Accounts enable multiple users to manage the same sync relationships in an account.

Learn more about accounts.

• We enhanced how Cloud Sync copies access control lists (ACLs) between SMB servers.

You no longer need to set up a Windows server to copy ACLs. You simply need to check a box when you create a relationship or after you create a relationship. Note that you’ll need a data broker running on CentOS 7.0.

Learn more about copying ACLs between SMB servers and review the requirements.
• New sync relationships are supported:
  ◦ Azure Blob Storage to Google Cloud Storage
  ◦ Google Cloud Storage to Azure Blob Storage

View supported sync relationships

14 Jan 2020

• NFS 4.1 is now supported with Azure NetApp Files.

• We improved the sync performance of folders that contain greater than 10,000 files.

• A data broker that uses a proxy server can now be part of a sync relationship that includes an Azure Blob container.

• The on-prem data broker is now supported with additional Linux distributions:
  ◦ CentOS 7.7 and 8.0
  ◦ Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.7 and 8.0
  ◦ Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS and 18.04 LTS
  ◦ SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12.4 SP5 and 15 SP1

• We simplified the installation steps for the on-premises data broker.

You now choose whether the data broker should have AWS access, GCP access, or both, and the type of proxy configuration that you have. Cloud Sync then shows you the right commands to use.
We improved how to schedule data syncs.

The settings for each sync relationship enables you to schedule recurring syncs. The following image shows the Schedule setting for a new sync relationship:

While this image shows the Schedule setting for an existing sync relationship:

You can schedule a relationship to sync data as often as every 1 minute.
• Additional statistics are available for each sync relationship on the **Sync Relationships** page. These stats enable you to see more details about the most recent data sync.

Here's an example:

![Sync Relationships](image)

• Cloud Sync now shows you details about failures that occurred in the most recent data sync. If errors occur, you can use the failure reason to correct the issue.

Click **View details about sync failures** (as shown in the image above) and you'll see a page similar to the following:

![Sync Failures](image)

Click **Download Data Broker Logs** to download logs that can help with troubleshooting.

• The sync status for an in-progress sync now shows an estimated time remaining that is more precise.
17 Nov 2019

• You can now contact NetApp technical support to get help with Cloud Sync. You will need to register your support serial number to activate support before you can contact NetApp technical support.

   Learn how to activate support and contact NetApp technical support.

• The deployment of the Azure data broker has been simplified. You no longer need to manually enter commands to install the data broker in Azure. Cloud Sync now provides a Microsoft Azure login form and a quick deployment wizard.

   Learn more about installing the data broker in Azure.

• When a sync is in progress, Cloud Sync now displays the remaining estimated time to finish syncing the data.

• Two new regions are now supported in AWS: Middle East (Bahrain) and Asia Pacific (Hong Kong).

4 Nov 2019

File metadata is now copied between sync relationships that include an S3 bucket and StorageGRID.

   Cloud Sync doesn’t sync any metadata that includes special characters.

8 Sept 2019

• You can now set up sync relationships to sync data between:
  ◦ An AWS S3 bucket and an Azure Blob container
  ◦ An AWS S3 bucket and a Google Cloud Storage bucket

• Azure NetApp Files (SMB) is now supported as the source or target in a sync relationship.

   View the list of supported sync relationships.
A new sync relationship setting enables you to sync files based on the last modified date. Choose all files regardless of their last modified date, files modified after a specific date, before a specific date, or between a time range.

![Sync files modified between a time range](image)

15 July 2019

- You can now subscribe to Cloud Sync from Azure where you can pay as-you-go with hourly rates, or pay up front for a year.
  - Learn more about paying for sync relationships
  - Learn how to subscribe from Azure
- You can now deploy a data broker in AWS using your own IAM role, rather than the IAM role that Cloud Sync creates for you. You might use this option if your organization has strict security policies.
  - Review details about using your own IAM role.
- Cloud Sync now supports NFSv4 ACLs. When syncing data, Cloud Sync copies ACLs between NFS servers that use NFS versions 4.0, 4.1, or 4.2.
- When you create a sync relationship to or from Google Cloud Storage, Cloud Sync no longer prompts you to provide a project ID, client email, and private key for a Cloud Storage service account. GCP access must now be provided through the data broker.
  
  Sync relationships that include GCP storage require a GCP data broker or an on-prem data broker that has GCP access:
  - When you create a GCP data broker, Cloud Sync now prompts you for a service account that has "Storage Admin" permissions, along with the previously required permissions.
    - Learn how to deploy the data broker in GCP.
  - When you deploy the data broker on an existing Linux host and GCP storage is the source or target in the relationship, Cloud Sync now prompts you to prepare the Linux host for GCP access.
    - Learn how to install the data broker on an existing Linux host.
• New sync relationships are supported:
  ◦ Azure NetApp Files to Azure Blob Storage
  ◦ Azure Blob Storage to Azure NetApp Files

  View supported sync relationships

• Additional S3 storage classes are now supported when AWS S3 is the target in a sync relationship:
  ◦ Glacier
  ◦ Glacier Deep Archive

  Learn about S3 storage classes

• New settings enable you to define the number of retries and file types for a sync relationship.
• Sync relationship settings were moved to a new page when setting up a relationship and when editing a relationship.

Here's the Settings page when creating a new relationship:

Here's where to access the Settings option for an existing relationship:
We improved the speed of the user interface.

A few bugs were fixed.

16 May 2019

You can now accelerate the performance of a sync relationship by adding an additional data broker to the relationship.

Learn how to accelerate sync performance.

21 Mar 2019

• You can now sync data between NFS servers using data-in-flight encryption.

   Learn more about data-in-flight encryption.

• Two new sync relationships are supported:
  ◦ Azure NetApp Files to Azure NetApp Files
  ◦ AWS EFS to Azure NetApp Files

25 Feb 2019

Two new sync relationships are supported:

• StorageGRID to StorageGRID
• IBM Cloud Object Storage to IBM Cloud Object Storage

2 Dec 2018

• S3 to S3 sync relationships are now supported.

• When an S3 bucket is the target in a sync relationship, you can now choose an S3 storage classes:
  ◦ Standard (this is the default class)
  ◦ Intelligent-Tiering
  ◦ Standard-Infrequent Access
8 Nov 2018

• Google Cloud Storage is now supported as the source or target in a sync relationship with an NFS server.

  When setting up a relationship, you need to provide a project ID, client email, and private key for a Cloud Storage service account.

  [Google Cloud Documentation: Creating and Managing Service Account Keys](#)

• You can now sync data between two Azure Blob containers.

  When you set up the sync relationship, you need to provide a storage account connection string that includes a shared access signature (SAS).

  [View requirements for Azure Blob storage](#)

• When creating a sync relationship between an Azure Blob container and an NFS or SMB server, you must now provide the storage account connection string.

  [View requirements for Azure Blob storage](#)
11 Oct 2018

Cloud Sync now provides additional stats about the last data sync for each sync relationship:

- How many directories and files were scanned
- How many directories failed to scan
- How many directories and files were marked for copy and marked for deletion

For example, the following image shows that 684 directories were scanned and no files were marked for copy or for deletion:

12 Sept 2018

Cloud Sync now supports deploying a data broker in Google Cloud Platform.

Just follow the prompts in Cloud Sync to deploy a virtual machine in Google Cloud Platform that runs the data broker software.
21 Aug 2018

- IBM Cloud Object Storage is now supported as the source or target in a sync relationship with an NFS or SMB server.
- When creating a new sync relationship, you can choose an S3 bucket that is not associated with your AWS account.

14 Aug 2018

Cloud Sync can now preserve access control lists (ACLs) between a source SMB/CIFS share and a target SMB/CIFS share when creating a new sync relationship.

Learn more about copying ACLs between SMB/CIFS shares.

17 July 2018

- You can now change the sync schedule for a relationship to as frequently as 5 minutes. The default is 24 hours.
- StorageGRID Webscale is now supported as the source in a sync relationship. The target can be an NFS or SMB server.
An Azure Blob container is now supported as the source or target in a sync relationship with an NFS or SMB server.

When setting up the sync relationship, you simply need to enter the Azure storage account name and the access key for the storage account. Then you can select the Blob container.

You must now select an NFS version or SMB version when setting up a new sync relationship for an NFS or SMB server.

- For NFS, you can select version 3, 4.1, or 4.2.
- For SMB, you can select version 1.0, 2.0, 2.1, or 3.0.

You can now filter source objects when setting up a new sync relationship.

Filtering source objects enables you to define how source files and folders are synced and maintained in the target location.

You can access the option when selecting a directory:

```
NFS Server › Data Broker › Directories › S3 Bucket › Relationship Tags › Review
```

The following options are available when filtering source objects:
• Incremental updates from an S3 bucket to an NFS or SMB server are no longer event-driven—they are based on a sync schedule.

April 2018

Cloud Sync now supports the NetApp Cloud Volumes Service as an NFS or SMB server in a sync relationship.

February 2018

• EFS to S3 and S3 to EFS sync relationships are now supported.
• Bugs were fixed.

January 2018

• You can now abort an in-progress sync.
This does not break the sync relationship. Cloud Sync syncs data at the next scheduled time.

- You can now view and select objects from S3 buckets that belong to other AWS accounts if they are shared with your account.
- You can now use Cloud Sync with S3 buckets that are protected with AWS KMS encryption.
- A few bugs were fixed. Most notably, you no longer have to enter AWS credentials when using the on-premises data broker.

**December 2017**

- Cloud Sync now supports installing the data broker in Microsoft Azure, which enables you to sync data in and out of Azure.
- A few bugs were fixed.

**November 2017**

- Cloud Sync is now integrated with NetApp Cloud Central, which enables centralized user authentication.
- EFS to NFS and NFS to EFS sync relationships are now supported.
- SMB to SMB sync relationships are now supported.
- A few bugs were fixed.

**October 2017**

- NFS to NFS sync relationships are now supported.
- You can now specify whether files modified prior to the scheduled sync should be excluded.

  For example, you can exclude files modified 30 seconds before the scheduled sync. This setting helps avoid copying partial changes to files that frequently change.

- Cloud Sync now displays the number of failed transfers.
- A few bugs were fixed.

**Known limitations**

These known limitations identify platforms or features that are not supported.

**Unsupported regions**

- Cloud Sync is not supported in China.
- In addition to China, the Cloud Sync data broker is not supported in the following regions:
SMB sync behavior due to case-insensitivity limitation

The SMB protocol is case-insensitive, which means uppercase and lowercase letters are treated as being the same. This behavior can result in overwritten files and directory copy errors, if a sync relationship includes an SMB server and data already exists on the target.

For example, let’s say that there’s a file named "a" on the source and a file named "A" on the target. When Cloud Sync copies the file named "a" to the target, file "A" is overwritten by file "a" from the source.

In the case of directories, let’s say that there’s a directory named "b" on the source and a directory named "B" on the target. When Cloud Sync tries to copy the directory named "b" to the target, Cloud Sync receives an error that says the directory already exists. As a result, Cloud Sync always fails to copy the directory named “b.”

The best way to avoid this limitation is to ensure that you sync data to an empty directory.

SMB limitation for hidden directories and files

An SMB limitation affects hidden directories and files when syncing data between SMB servers. If any of the directories or files on the source SMB server were hidden through Windows, the hidden attribute isn’t copied to the target SMB server.